The linearization of structural models of random price production may be carried out by exploiting the mean standard deviation approach under a location and scale parameter condition As shown here the linearization problem may be solved under widely employed assumptions on production technology i e a homogeneous production function and on the type of risk aversion i e constant absolute risk aversion or constant relative risk aversion The linear structural models proposed in this study are more practical than those developed using the expected utility approach for several reasons First they remarkably reduce the cost of estimating agent risk parameters Second they facilitate the calculation of various analytic measures that are useful for understanding production behavior such as the risk premium and the elasticity of supply Third they allow for geometric explanations of agent attitudes toward price uncertainty These practical attributes would facilitate a structural examination of farmer production behavior in the face of price risk Furthermore since the location and scale parameter condition under which all the arguments in this study are made is satisfied in a large number of economic models the structural model simplification procedure considered here would be effective for developing tractable structural models involving alternative types of randomness such as yield and financial uncertainties Key words mean standard deviation approach location and scale parameter condition structural form approach linearization risk aversion competitive firm price uncertainty
The production behavior of farmers facing uncertainty is a major area of empirical research in the field of agricultural economics because agricultural production necessarily involves risk in the form of price and yield uncertainties Much attention has recently been paid to a particular empirical approach to inNational Agricultural Research Center for Western Region
The author is grateful to the referees and the participants especially Dr Koshi Maeda and Dr Toshinobu Matsuda of TEA Theoretical Economics and Agriculture spring meeting at Nihon University May for their helpful comments and suggestions This study was financially supported by National Agricultural and Bio oriented Research Organization NARO vestigating this behavior that has been called alternatively the joint estimation approach and the structural form approach see for example Love and Buccola Saha Shumway and Talpaz Chavas and Holt Saha Isik and Khanna and Eggert and Tveteras This approach utilizes the first order conditions resulting from the optimization of economic models to estimate directly the structural parameters that indicate agent risk preferences and production technologies Previous research involving such structural models has made use primarily of one of two distinct decision making criteria The first of these is the expected utility EU approach the axiomatic fundamentals of which were provided by von Neumann and Morgenstern and Savage The second is the mean standard deviation MS approach which is extremely practical and was employed by Markowitz and Tobin At an early stage in the development of structural production models Love and Buccola adopted the EU hypothesis and developed a structural model of random yield production under constant absolute risk aversion CARA Saha Shumway and Talpaz and Chavas and Holt subsequently relaxed the CARA restriction in their models of random yield production and of random yield and random price production respectively Needless to say general models are most useful in explaining economic phenomena that result from various farmer attitudes toward risk however structural production models are frequently generalizable only at the cost of tractability In particular optimizing the trade off between generality and tractability is a problem in the case of structural models developed using the EU approach because these commonly involve an expectation operator and an intrinsically nonlinear specification the very two factors that complicate structural models These troublesome factors make structural estimation a very costly process For example Saha Shumway and Talpaz conducted numeric integral calculus within nonlinear optimization routines In addition due to the expectation operator the estimation of some useful analytical measures such as the risk premium and the elasticity of supply requires numerical integral calculation Although the EU approach undoubtedly has axiomatic fundamentals its adoption tends to considerably reduce the tractability of structural models
During the next stage of the evolution of structural estimation the MS approach was adopted as an alternative to the EU approach The recent popularity of the MS approach has arisen primarily because of the theoretical contributions made by Meyer He demonstrated that the MS approach is equivalent to the EU approach under a location and scale parameter LS condition observing that this LS condition is actually satisfied in a wide range of economic models as a result of their structures In addition he successfully translated various EU based behavioral hypotheses such as Arrow and Pratt s risk aversion measures into appropriate analogues under the MS approach and the LS condition This breakthrough made possible the translation of many EU models into the MS framework with no loss of accuracy Moreover these transformed MS models could be analyzed on the basis of EU based behavioral hypotheses Thus the MS approach is not only practical but is also flexible enough to provide full explanations for the LS class of economic models Saha Isik and Khanna and Eggert and Tveteras took advantage of Meyer s theoretical contributions in their development of structural models involving randomness Having adopted the MS approach they formulated theoretical models that meet the LS condition Owing to their theoretical structure these models are equivalent to corresponding EU models and can be interpreted using EU based behavioral hypotheses In addition the structural models subsequently derived from these do not involve an expectation operator one of the factors that generally complicates EU based structural models Although these models retain an intrinsic nonlinearity traditionally the other complicating factor of EU based structural models they are far more tractable than their predecessors This study attempts a further simplification of structural production models by exploiting the MS approach under the LS condition As a prominent example of a case in which the LS condition holds Sandmo s production theory under price uncertainty has been adopted and an attempt is made to linearize the structural model to which it gave rise In particular this study demonstrates that the linearization problem may be solved under frequently employed conditions on production technology i e a homogeneous production function and on the type of risk aversion namely CARA or constant relative risk aversion CRRA
The linear structural models proposed in this study are more practical than those developed using the EU approach for several reasons First they remarkably reduce the cost of estimating risk parameters since they do not involve an expectation operator and are linear therefore neither numeric integral calculus nor nonlinear estimation methods are required Second they facilitate the calculation of various useful measures including the risk premium and the elasticity of supply because numeric integral calculation methods are no longer necessary Third they make it possible to explain agent attitudes toward price uncertainty geometrically In consequence these models are potentially of practical use in the structural analysis of the production behavior of farmers who must manage under unstable agricultural prices Furthermore the LS condition under which all of the conclusions of this study obtain is satisfied in a large number of economic models Thus the procedure used to simplify the structural model considered would also be effective in the development of tractable structural models involving alternative random factors such as yield and financial uncertainties
The linear structural models of random price production considered in this paper are developed by means of a two step procedure After a brief review of the economic implications of the LS condition Sandmo s EU based random production theory is translated into an MS model satisfying the LS condition As a result of this step the expectation operator is excluded without a loss of accuracy Next a structural model is derived from the MS model and the possibility of removing its intrinsic nonlinearity is considered In the course of solving this linearization problem special attention is paid to the issue of the specification of the utility function in the MS approach under the LS condition Two functional forms are then proposed one for each of the cases of CARA and CRRA Finally the practical merits of the linear structural models proposed in this paper are discussed
The LS condition considered in this paper is defined as a condition under which the distributions of random payoffs differ from one another only by location and where a and b denote the endpoints of the interval containing the support of It should be noted here that since the LS condition holds for the random payoff i as a whole no restrictions are placed on the utility function U i or the cumulative distribution function F Meyer subsequently pointed out that the LS condition is actually satisfied in a wide variety of EU models owing to the actual structure of these models because the random payoff in a given EU model depends linearly on a random parameter that is unique to that model For example in the context of Sandmo s random price production theory which has been frequently applied in the field of agricultural economics the random payoff profit may be formalized as
where p denotes a random output price q denotes output w denotes a vector of variable input prices k denotes a vector of fixed inputs C q w k denotes a variable cost function and B denotes a fixed cost Since the random payoff is a linear transformation of the unique random parameter p the distributions of the random payoff differ from one another only by the location parameter of p namely C q w k B and the scale parameter q Thus the LS condition is met through the formation of the random payoff itself The implication of the above observation is that many EU models can be transformed by means of the MS approach without imposing assumptions on the von Neumann Morgen-stern utility function e g a quadratic utility function or the probability density function of the random payoff e g a normal distribution
Therefore Sandmo s production model which meets the LS condition can equivalently be transformed by means of the MS approach as follows As a result of this translation of the EU model into an MS model satisfying the LS condition one of the factors typically complicating EU based structural models namely the expectation operator has been excluded without a loss of accuracy
So that a structural model may be derived from the MS model it is assumed that has an interior solution Under this assumption the first order condition characterizing the optimum is given by
is divided by average variable cost C q w k q and is modified through the addition of an error term that is associated with optimization error a structural model of random price production is obtained
where ln C q w k ln q is the output elasticity of variable cost In the above model the left hand term p q C q w k and part of the second term on the right hand side namely C q w k are observable given actual values for p p q and C q w k
On the other hand the output elasticity of variable cost and the slope of the indifference curve of the utility function in the MS framework S are generally unknown functions to be estimated Thus the structure of model is determined by the functional specifications chosen for and S moreover it is clear that this formulation may be reduced to a linear model if is specified to be a constant function i e a parameter and S is specified to be a function that is linear in parameters The following discussion demonstrates that these specifications may be selected under widely employed assumptions on production technologies and types of risk aversion
The parameterization of may be obtained easily under the following assumption The production function is well behaved and homogeneous of degree m in the short run Under this assumption the corresponding variable cost function may be written as C q w k q m w k where w k denotes a non decreasing and linear homogeneous function in w
The cost function yields m that is is the reciprocal of the degree of homogeneity of the underlying production function There-fore is a parameter that is independent of q w and k
The linearization of may be achieved through a linear specification of S which in turn may be achieved under either of the following two assumptions
The agent is a risk averter with constant absolute risk aversion CARA The agent is a risk averter with constant relative risk aversion CRRA In choice problems not involving uncertainty an ordinal utility function is sufficient that is the specification of the utility function has no intrinsic meaning Ordinal utility theory however does not hold for the MS approach under the LS condition As is apparent from Meyer s Property i e the concavity condition the utility function V has a cardinal meaning and therefore its functional form must be appropriately specified prior to a discussion of whether it is possible to specify the slope of the indifference curve S as a function that is linear in parameters Two sets of conditions must be fully satisfied in the specification of V One of these comes from Meyer s Properties and while the other derives from the Arrow Pratt risk aversion measures The former is straightforward For example Property restricts V to be increasing in while Property specifies that it must be decreasing in if the agent is a risk averter Similarly Property stipulates that the relevant Hessian matrix with respect to and is negative semi definitive if the agent is a risk averter Properties and restrict the slope of the indifference curve S In particular Property restricts S to be decreasing constant increasing in when the agent s absolute risk aversion is decreasing constant increasing while Property restricts it to be decreasing constant increasing along rays through the origin when the agent s relative risk aversion is decreasing constant increasing In contrast the second set of conditions requires careful consideration because it is implicitly imposed by the conditions imposed by Meyer s Under the EU formulation attention need not be paid to this relationship since it is automatically fulfilled in the specification of a von Neumann Morgenstern utility function However its fulfillment is not guaranteed in the MS approach under the LS condition therefore this relationship must be explicitly taken into consideration in the specification of the utility function V For example since CARA implies IRRA both of the conditions that Meyer s Properties and impose on V must be fulfilled simultaneously Thus the slope of the indifference curve S Thus the structural model of random price production likewise may be successfully linearized under Assumptions and Models I and II which are linear structural models of random price production were developed under the assumptions of CARA and CRRA moreover they have been widely employed in EU based empirical studies e g Love and Buccola
Bontems and Thomas For example the exponential function CARA Freund and the power function CRRA Hansen and Singleton are well known specifications of von Neumann Morgenstern utility functions Compared to EU based models based on these functional forms the linear models considered in this study have several practical advantages First they greatly reduce the cost of estimating agent risk preferences regarding random price production since they do not involve an expectation operator and are linear Therefore their estimation requires neither numeric integral calculus nor nonlinear estimation methods In fact these models are probably the simplest structural models of random price production that have so far been developed Second these models facilitate the calculation of various useful tools that are commonly employed to analyze agent production behavior such as the risk premium and the elasticity of supply The risk premium which is denoted by I in Model I Furthermore the intercept of the Y axis indicates the existence of economies of scale in production because as has been already discussed represents the reciprocal of the degree of homogeneity of the production function The judgment criterion in this case is whether the intercept is greater than diseconomy of scale or less than economy of scale one Such a geometric analysis would be useful as a preliminary examination of agent production behavior under price uncertainty This study has considered the linearization of structural models of random price production by exploiting the MS approach under the LS condition it has also shown that such linearization can be achieved under widely employed assumptions on production technology i e a homogeneous production function and on the type of risk aversion i e CARA and CRRA As has been previously noted the linear structural models proposed in this study excel especially in tractability and they would be useful in performing a practical structural analysis of farmer production behavior under price uncertainty Despite the fact that this study has focused on the linearization of structural models of random price production the simplification procedure proposed should be applicable also to other models For many production theories the LS condition holds and the functional specification of the MS approach discussed here would be applicable An extensive application of this simplification procedure to other models remains for future research
The reduced form approach which directly specifies supply and derived demand functions has been adopted as well e g Chavas and Holt
Pope and Just Appelbaum and Ullah Although the approach is convenient for understanding agent responses to exogenous variables it does not facilitate the derivation of structural parameters indicating attitudes toward risk Sinn independently studied the economic implications of the LS condition He referred to a set of random variables for which the LS condition holds as a linear distribution class
The normal distribution condition which has been often cited as a sufficient condition for the EU and MS approaches to be consistent with one another is a special case of the LS condition This relationship is apparent from the fact that normality is preserved under a location and scale shift Sandmo s random price production theory the extended theories e g Holthausen Feder Feder Just and Schmitz and Tobin s portfolio theory are all prominent examples of frameworks satisfying the LS condition Sandmo s production model can be interpreted as a model in which the location and scale shift parameters are decided endogenously Functions with subscripts denote partial derivatives and all functions are assumed to be differentiable
In proving the necessity of Properties and it is implicitly assumed that the second derivative of the von Neumann Morgenstern utility function U does not change sign depending on the level of the payoff that is the situation that was discussed by Friedman and Savage namely the coexistence of insurance and a lottery is ruled out As in traditional consumer theory the slope of the indifference curve S is obtained through the implicit differentiation of V for V const The second order condition is given by If the agent is a risk averter of type CARA under the LS condition then V must fully meet the following conditions 
